
 

 

 

BASIC CHECKLIST FOR WINES IN KEGS COMPATIBILITY WITH BEER/WINE ON TAP SYSTEMS. 

 

TAPWINES.COM KEGS PORTFOLIO COMES IN TWO MAJOR KEG STYLES/TECHNOLOGY: 

 

1. “Double bag” kegs: Keykegs (the vast majority of my portfolio) and Petainers from PIU FIZZ. 

There is an inside soft bladder within the keg filled with the product. These two kegs styles are 

compatible with any gas system, because the gas does not get in touch with the product: it just 

squeezes the bladder to push the product out. The couplers needed for those are the Keykeg 

coupler for the Keykegs, and the European Sankey (S-Type) with stainless steel probe, for the 

PIU FIZZ.  

NOTE: Stainless Steel Probes are recommended for wines and ciders, as other type of metal 

may alter the quality of such products. 

 

2. USA Petainers: I called them USA because most of the rest of the world does not use such 

kegs, as they are not compatible with any gas. These kegs are compatible with either Nitro, or 

more commonly used and known  “Guinness Blend”, which is roughly 60 to 75% Nitro gas for 40 

to 25% CO2. If you mention Guinness Blend, almost everybody will know what it means. This 

type of kegs needs an American Sankey coupler (D-System) with Stainless steel probe. 

 

3. Tell your customer that the gas pressure applied to the keg to tap the wine out does not exceed 

35 PSI (Pressure per Square Inch). The maximum PSI a keg can handle is 45 PSI, and I surely 

DO NOT recommend to go that high with the gas pressure. It usually is absolutely not 

necessary. 

 

4. Keg volume basic math: 5.28 Gallons = 676 fl oz. = 112 glasses at 6 fl.oz/glass. 5.18 Gallons 

= 663 fl.oz = 110 glasses. Because most customers will look at this option to save money and 

serve wines that are always fresh and good, your price list should mention the keg to bottle price 

equivalency. Example: keg of 20 liter = $ 140. That means that the bottle equivalent is $5.75. 

 



5. Most kegs are very close to 20 liters (5.18 to 5.28 Gallons) and are shaped very similarly/close 

to a beer sixtel.  See pictures below: 
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6. The Couplers: The side angled hole is for the gas. The top hole is for the product. Please look at 

the pictures below to familiarize yourself with them.  

      KEYKEG COUPLER. Some may confuse this coupler with a 

German Slider (A-System) right below for similar large round mouth: 

 (German Slider) 

 

  EUROPEAN SANKEY COUPLER S-TYPE). Longer and thicker probe (see 

it coming out of the bottom) 

 

AMERICAN SANKEY (D-TYPE) COUPLER, shorter probe to where you 

cannot see it actually. 

 



SPECIAL NOTE ON “PROSECCO” STYLE WINES IN KEGS: TELL THE TRUTH! 

Prosecco based wines in kegs cannot carry the DOCG Prosecco by Italian Law. Keykegs or PET kegs 

can only sustain a pressure up to 45 psi. Prosecco in the bottle is about 74 to 76 psi, and Champagne 

is close to 96 psi. It is impossible to raise the carbonation or re-carbonate such a plastic keg format. 

“Prosecco” style white wines are called semi sparkling or ”Frizzante” and have a creamy spritz / fizz 

feel to them. 

 

DO NOT HESITATE TO CALL/TEXT ME IF YOU NEED ANY 

HELP. 

703 772 4448 

I am available almost all the time if you need me to go to one of 

your customers and see about setting up a system, tweak an 

existing one, etc.… 

All my wines have spec sheets on my website: 

www.tapwines.com 

www.tapwines.com

